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Experience  

 

Frontend Developer - Remote Jan 2023 - Current  
Perform Zone 
 

● Created responsive and user-friendly interfaces for a large-scale job recruitment software with 67,000+ jobs using HTML, 

CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery. 

● Collaborated with backend developers to integrate frontend components with backend systems, ensuring smooth data 

flow and optimal performance.  
● Worked effectively in an agile-like environment, utilizing strong communication and collaboration skills to ensure seamless 

integration and completion of tasks within tight deadlines  
● Utilized Git for version control, ensuring efficient code collaboration with the team's work  
● Employed Docker to create containerized environments for application testing.  

.  
Frontend Developer Internship | Sep 2022 - Jan 2023  
Frontend Simplified 
 

● Transformed a completely static HTML, CSS, JavaScript and React single page application into an interactive user 

interface using animations, transitions and carousels  
● Processed API requests with Axios to dynamically represent data from a cloud server and represented it through 

skeleton loading states, pagination and dynamic routing 

● Utilized Git version control and the GitHub interface to work and thrive in a virtual and collaborative team environment 

 

Freelance Frontend Developer July 2022 - Current  
Self Employed 
 

● Delivered professional websites using HTML5, CSS3 (+ SCSS, BEM), JavaScript and React best practises  
● Improved website performance by compressing, caching and lazy loading images and components  
● Included SEO, responsive, multi-platform and hosting support, enabling their website to be used by any browser or device 

in the world 

 

Projects  

 

Apni Shop | Website  
● Developed a fully-functional website for a client online shopping using HTML, CSS, JavaScript  
● Features a completely responsive design and online purchasing.  

E-Portfolio Template | Website  
● Designed & developed a static E-Portfolio template for a client.  
● Features a completely responsive design & impressive CSS animations.  
● Built with HTML & CSS best practices. 

 
 

Education  
 
Frontend Developer Bootcamp June 2022 – Dec 2022  
Frontend Simplified 

 

Technical Skills  
 
Languages: HTML5 | CSS3 (+ SCSS, BEM) | JavaScript ES6+ | Typescript | TailwindCSS  
Frameworks: React (+ hooks) | Next.js | Material-UI | Redux | Bootstrap   
Technology: NPM | Git | React dev tools | Firebase v9 | GitHub | GitLab | BitBucket 
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